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Abstract: In this study, we conduct an estimation study of the damage costs, recovery costs, and
human losses in the case of natural disasters in the Republic of Korea. This research method analyzed
human losses, damage costs, and recovery costs caused by natural disasters that swept across the
Republic of Korea over the past 16 years, from 2000 to 2015, including extreme wind, heavy snowfall,
typhoon, wind wave, and heavy rainfall. Damage status and trend of occurrence were reviewed for
each year’s human losses, damage costs, and recovery costs. We propose a calculating equation of the
linear regression equation that estimates damage costs and recovery costs considering human losses.
The correlation coefficient was 0.898 for the estimation of human losses and damage costs, and 0.889
for the estimation of human losses and recovery costs. In addition, the correlation of both equations
was found to be 166% of damage costs when calculating recovery costs. The results of this study
can be used as descriptive statistical data to estimate damage costs and recovery costs according to
human losses in case of natural disasters.
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1. Introduction

When natural disasters strike, they generate human losses and property damage, both in cases of
ordinary meteorological phenomena including rain, snow, and wind, and massive climate phenomena
such as typhoon, heavy rainfall, heavy wind, and heavy snowfall due to energy imbalances caused
by the Earth’s rotation. The frequency of occurrences of localized rainfall and massive typhoons
has increased due to recent climate change as well as the rise of inland/ocean temperatures and
sea level due to damages aggravated by global warming [1]. In addition, climate change increases
the frequency of natural disasters and their intensity due to the increased emission of greenhouse
gases [2,3]. Although heavy rainfall accounts for most damages associated with natural disasters in
the world, a variety of damages are specific to the geographical and climate characteristics of certain
nations, such as those caused by typhoon, hurricane, wildfire, and earthquake [4–7].

Studies have been performed in various fields investigating damage costs in terms of economic,
social damage, and disaster recovery caused by different types of natural disasters. Many studies
have proposed not only an equation that calculates the direct damage costs caused by many types of
natural disasters such as typhoon, heavy snowfall, extreme wind, and heavy rainfalls, but an equation
that also considers the economic effects caused by abnormal climate due to climate change [8–15].
In addition, it can predict human losses by considering social factors and economic factors, such
as days of school classes and the size of governmental budgets as well as damage costs per GDP
(Gross Domestic Product), by comparing damages from natural disasters with estimates and analyzed
results by constructing a database encompassing hurricane, earthquake, flood damages, and disaster
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recovery [9,16–18]. The estimated equation of damage costs from natural disasters varies according to
associations with region, disaster, and economy, most of which estimate the damage costs of a single
natural disaster. Thus, it is difficult to calculate comprehensive damage costs generated by natural
disasters and apply the results to disaster management.

Insurance companies have conducted studies on the level of national development and damage
size for calculating damages to compensate for in the cases of natural disasters. Compensation is
based on damage data on natural disasters obtained from studies conducted by insurance companies.
In Germany, an equation on wind was developed and applied, while the United States developed and
applied an equation on the size and damage of wind and extreme wind [19–23]. In accordance with
the developed equation, high-risk regions affected by natural disasters are not likely to be sufficiently
rewarded after the potential effects of certain disasters, as disaster compensations are less there than
in ordinary regions [24,25]. An equation on damage costs constructed by insurance companies only
considers damage costs and the size of disasters according to the types of disasters. There has been no
research toward the comparison and verification of this equation.

This study examined the effects of damages caused by natural disasters, recovery, and reduction
according to economic differences [26–28]. Damages from natural disasters are reduced systematically
according to political and economic factors. This study analyzed the percentage of human losses due
to human losses and economic factors [8,29–35]. In the United States, national GDP and damage costs
from natural disasters have both recently increased by nearly 2%. The U.S. government proposed to
alleviate disasters by installing reduction facilities as disaster-rich regions face more disaster damages
than ordinary regions [4,17,33,36–39].

Declarations of emergency or requests for international support are allowed if more than 10 people
are dead, more than 100 people are injured, or if damage costs exceed $86 million when a natural
disaster occurs [40]. Disaster management to prepare for natural disasters analyzed the benefits
of disaster management costs and damages costs for floods, droughts, and earthquakes [41–44].
Insurance companies have proposed improved modeling through parameters that assess the disaster
risk management of the home owner [45–47]. In addition, we evaluated vulnerable areas for
hurricanes, storms, tidal waves, and strong winds in coastal areas and developed a damage calculation
equation [48–50]. There have been studies on the damage caused by and the reduction of effects on
natural disaster damages in accordance with national economic differences, but no studies have been
carried out on recovery costs generated by this damage.

In this study, we will investigate the damage status from 2000 to 2015 in the Republic of Korea and
develop an estimation equation of damage costs, and recovery costs considering human losses. In this
study, natural disasters are defined as acts associated with disasters in the Republic of Korea, and the
number of natural disasters per years as well as the current status of damage caused by disasters is
also investigated. In addition, it analyzes the current status of damages on human losses, damage
costs, and recovery costs according to disasters as well as the number of disasters per year and the
current status of damages from natural disasters in the Republic of Korea. It also intends to calculate
an estimation equation of damage costs and recovery costs on human losses in natural disasters over
the past 16 years and to review the association between damage costs and recovery costs.

2. Study Area

2.1. Classification of Natural Disasters in the Republic of Korea

In the Republic of Korea, as the Ministry of Public Safety and Security is transferred to the Ministry
of the Interior and Safety in July 2017, a central disaster and safety countermeasures headquarters
was installed, and disaster management tasks were charged to the safety policy office, the disaster
management office, and the Bureau of emergency preparation (Figure 1). When natural disasters occur,
the central disaster and safety countermeasures headquarters take responsive measures by using the
comprehensive disaster management system.
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Figure 1. Study Area.

The Framework Act on the management of disasters and safety was enacted for disaster
management in the Republic of Korea. It stipulates required details on disaster and safety management
as well as prevention, preparation, response, and recovery in the case of disasters. In this act, “natural
disasters” refers to catastrophes caused by natural phenomena such as typhoon, flood, heavy rainfall,
extreme wind, wind wave, tsunami, heavy snowfall, thunder, drought, earthquake, yellow sand,
massive tide, tide, volcanic activity, collision, and clash with natural objects in the universe including
asteroids and meteors, and so on. Accordingly, natural disasters in the Republic of Korea are defined
as all phenomena that could potentially damage life, body, property of the people, and nation.

The Ministry of the Interior and Safety investigates the status of damage from natural disasters in
the Republic of Korea every year and subsequently publishes the Disaster Year Book. This document
presents each year’s status of damages from extreme wind, heavy snowfall, typhoon, wind wave,
and heavy rainfall among the many natural disasters that occurred as defined in the Framework Act
on the management of disasters and safety in the Republic of Korea. The local governments of the
Republic of Korea investigate the damage caused by natural disasters every year and submit them
to the Ministry of the Interior and Safety. The Ministry of the Interior and Safety uses statistical data
of each local government to statistically present the damage situation of the national natural disaster.
Current information on comprehensive damages such as human losses, damage costs, and recovery
costs can be seen on annual natural disasters among types of disasters, metropolitan areas, city and
counties, and basin.

2.2. Current Status of Natural Disasters

The most frequent natural disasters in the Republic of Korea were summarized for the purpose
of identifying the characteristics of the number of natural disasters by year on extreme wind, heavy
snowfall, typhoon, wind wave, and heavy rainfall defined in the Disaster Year Book (Table 1).
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Two hundred forty-two natural disasters swept across the nation from 2000 to 2015, which indicates 15
annual cases on average.

The top three years for the number of many natural disasters that occurred over the past 16 years
were 2013 (28 times), 2014 (24 times), and both 2010 and 2012 (22 times). On the other hand, the lowest
three years were 2002 (four times), 2000 (five times), and 2001 (eight times). In regard to the annual
occurrence of natural disasters, heavy rainfall, typhoon, and heavy snowfall continued annually from
2000 to 2015, and extreme wind and wind wave occurred for many years, starting from 2005 [51–66].

Table 1. Number of Natural Disasters in the Republic of Korea According to Year and Disaster
(2000~2015) [51–66].

(Unit: Number of Disasters)

Year Extreme Wind Heavy Snowfall Typhoon Wind Wave Heavy Rainfall Sum

2000 0 0 1 0 4 5
2001 0 2 0 0 6 8
2002 0 0 2 0 2 4
2003 0 0 2 0 8 10
2004 0 3 3 0 5 11
2005 2 6 1 0 9 18
2006 3 2 2 2 7 16
2007 2 1 2 2 7 14
2008 3 5 1 0 3 12
2009 3 3 0 6 6 18
2010 1 5 3 6 7 22
2011 0 5 1 1 6 13
2012 4 4 3 0 11 22
2013 3 5 1 1 18 28
2014 1 4 3 0 15 23
2015 7 2 1 1 7 18
Sum 29 47 26 19 121 242

Average 2 3 2 1 8 15
Min 0 0 0 0 2 4
Max 7 6 3 6 18 28

Observing the pattern of natural disasters that occurred from 2000 to 2015 in the Republic of Korea,
fewer than 10 occurred almost every year before 2005, fewer than 20 nearly every year between 2006
and 2010, and more than 20 natural disasters occurred every year since 2010 (Figure 2a). Regarding the
number of natural disasters, 121 heavy rainfalls occurred with an average of eight annually, 27 heavy
snowfalls occurred with an average of approximately three annually in average, 29 extreme winds
occurred with an average of nearly two annually, 26 typhoons occurred with an average of two
annually, and 12 wind waves occurred with an average of almost one annually (Figure 2b).

Since the 2000s, the numbers of natural disasters have progressively increased, and the rise and fall
of the occurrence of natural disasters repeated in near five-year cycles. Observing the one-dimensional
regression line according to the occurrence of natural disasters, nearly five natural disasters happened
on average in the early 2000s, while this value multiplied five times to nearly 25 times in 2015. The rise
in natural disasters is assumed to have resulted from the increasing numbers of natural disasters
caused by rising temperature according to the recent climate change models as well as a rise in
localized rainfalls.
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3. Physical and Fiscal Geography of the Study Area

3.1. Human Losses According to Natural Disasters

Human losses from natural disasters in the Republic of Korea continued to occur from 2000 to
2014, and no human losses occurred in 2015, despite the increase in the number of natural disasters.
Natural disasters triggered 833 human losses over the last 16 years. In terms of major damages,
270 people were lost in 2002 and 240 people were lost in 2003, which generated more than 100 human
losses in general (Figure 3a).

The relationship between the number of natural disasters and human losses was divided into
three sections, from 2000 to 2004, from 2005 to 2009 and from 2010 to 2015. As moving toward 2015,
human losses caused by natural disaster dropped in spite of an increasing number of natural disasters.
In addition, the range of human losses for natural disasters was 14 to 270 people from 2000 to 2004,
11 to 52 people from 2005 to 2009, and 0 to 78 people from 2010 to 2015 gradually (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. Current status of human losses from natural disasters in the Republic of Korea (2000–2015):
(a) Human losses from natural disasters by year; (b) Relationship of human losses on the number of
natural disasters by years.
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Eight hundred thirty-three human losses occurred from 2000 to 2015, and the percentage of human
losses by year showed a rate of more than 50% in 2002 and 2003, 6%–10% in 2000, 2001, 2005, 2006, and
2011, and less than 5% in 2004, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 (Table 2). Regarding
human losses according to natural disasters, typhoon accounted for nearly 52%, amounting to 435,
heavy rainfall accounted for nearly 44%, amounting to 368, heavy snowfall accounted for nearly 2%,
amounting to 12, and extreme wind accounted for about 1%, amounting to 12, which showed that
typhoon and heavy rainfall triggered the most human losses. The natural disaster caused an average
of 10 to 20 Human Losses since 2003. In 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, and 2011, a large number of human
losses occurred every three to five years.

Human damages caused by typhoon were 380 people accounting for nearly 87% among entire
human losses in 2002 and 2003 from two to 23 people in 2000, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2010, 2011, and 2012,
and every year except for 2001, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2013, 2014, and 2015 occurred. The human damages
caused by heavy rainfall were 265 people, accounting for nearly 72% of all human losses in 2000,
2001, 2006, and 2011, from two to 23 people in 2003, 2004, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2013, and 2014,
and at least one every year except for 2007 and 2015. Human losses caused by extreme wind and
heavy snowfall largely occurred in 2005 compared to the other years. There were no human loss cases
identified caused by wind waves.

Table 2. Human Losses from Natural Disasters by Year and Disaster in the Republic of Korea
(2000~2015) [51–66].

(Unit: People)

Year Extreme Wind Heavy Snowfall Typhoon Wind Wave Heavy Rainfall Sum Ration (%)

2000 0 0 2 0 47 49 6
2001 0 4 0 0 78 82 10
2002 0 0 247 0 23 270 32
2003 0 0 133 0 15 148 18
2004 0 0 9 0 5 14 2
2005 11 14 6 0 21 52 6
2006 0 0 0 0 63 63 8
2007 1 0 16 0 0 17 2
2008 0 0 0 0 11 11 1
2009 0 0 0 0 13 13 2
2010 0 0 7 0 7 14 2
2011 0 0 1 0 77 78 9
2012 0 0 14 0 2 16 2
2013 0 0 0 0 4 4 0
2014 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
2015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sum 12 18 435 0 368 833 100

Average 1 1 27 0 23 52 6
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Max 11 14 247 0 78 270 32

3.2. Damage Costs from Natural Disasters

Damage costs ranging from 32 billion–6.115 trillion won were generated in the Republic of Korea
due to natural disasters from 2000 to 2015. Natural disasters triggered damage costs of 19.947 trillion
won in total over the past 16 years. In terms of major damages, 6.115 trillion won were generated in
2002 and 4.408 trillion won were generated in 2003 (Figure 4a).

The relationship between number of natural disasters and damage costs was divided into three
sections, from 2000 to 2004, from 2005 to 2009 and from 2010 to 2015. The amount of damages caused
by natural disasters by year decreased to the minimum and maximum range of damages by three
sections even though the number of natural disasters increased by 2015. In addition, the range of
damage costs for natural disasters was 645–6115 billion won from 2000 to 2004, 64–1943 billion won
from 2005 to 2009, and 32–1089 billion won from 2010 to 2015 (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Current status of damage costs from natural disasters in the Republic of Korea (2000–2015):
(a) Damage costs from natural disasters by year; (b) Relationship of damage costs on the number of
natural disasters by year.

The total damage costs from 2000 to 2015 amounted to 19.947 trillion won, and the percentages of
recovery costs by year were more than 20% in 2002 and 2003, and 5%–10% in 2001, 2004, 2005, 2006,
2011, and 2012. In addition, less than 5% was found in 2000, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014, and
2015 (Table 3). In regard to damage costs caused by the type of natural disaster, typhoon accounted for
58%, amounting to 11.63 trillion won, heavy rainfall accounted for nearly 30%, amounting to 5.941
trillion won, heavy snowfall accounted for nearly 11%, amounting to 2.241 trillion won, extreme wind
accounted for approximately 1%, amounting to 61 billion won, and wind wave accounted for nearly
1%, amounting to 71 billion won. The annual damage costs caused by natural disasters occur in the
form of an M-shaped increase and decrease with a period of about five years.

Table 3. Damage costs from natural disasters by year and disaster in the Republic of Korea (2000–2015) [51–66].

(Unit: Billion Bon)

Year Extreme Wind Heavy Snowfall Typhoon Wind Wave Heavy Rainfall Sum Ration (%)

2000 0 0 146 0 499 645 3
2001 0 796 0 0 460 1256 6
2002 0 0 5186 0 930 6115 31
2003 0 0 4233 0 175 4408 22
2004 0 674 342 0 215 1231 6
2005 0 550 139 0 352 1041 5
2006 14 5 12 6 1906 1943 10
2007 7 7 161 33 44 252 1
2008 1 4 1 0 58 64 0
2009 7 13 0 24 255 299 1
2010 0 66 173 7 181 427 2
2011 0 48 218 0 528 794 4
2012 27 20 1004 0 38 1089 5
2013 1 11 2 0 158 172 1
2014 0 32 5 0 142 180 1
2015 4 13 13 0 1 32 0
Sum 61 2241 11,634 71 5941 19,947 100

Average 4 140 727 4 371 1247 6
Min 0 0 0 0 1 32 0
Max 27 796 5186 33 1906 6115 31
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The amount of damages caused by typhoons was 5186 billion won in 2002, 4233 billion won in
2004, and 1004 billion won in 2012, resulting in about 90% of the damage, and 1–342 billion won in
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014, and 2015. Damage costs caused by heavy rainfall
accounted for nearly 48%, amounting to 2.836 trillion won, in 2002 and 2006, 215–499 billion won
were generated in 2000, 2001, 2004, and 2005, 142–181 billion won in 2003, 2010, 2013, and 2014, and
somewhere from 1 billion won to 58 billion won were generated in 2007, 2008, 2012, and 2015. Damage
costs caused by heavy snowfall accounted for nearly 90%, amounting to 2.02 trillion won of total
damage costs in 2001, 2004, and 2005, and from 4 billion won to 66 billion won were generated from
2006 to 2015. Damage costs caused by extreme wind accounted for nearly 94%, amounting to 57 billion
won, in 2007 and 2009, and somewhere from 6 billion won to 7 billion won were generated in 2010.
Damage costs caused by wind waves accounted for nearly 67%, amounting to 41 billion won of total
damage costs in 2006 and 2012, from 4 billion won to 7 billion won in 2007, 2009, and 2015, and less
than 1 billion won were generated in 2008 and 2013.

3.3. Recovery Costs from Natural Disasters

Annually, somewhere from 38 billion won to 9.049 trillion won were generated from 2000 to 2015
in terms of recovery costs affected by natural disasters in the Republic of Korea. Natural disasters
generated damage costs of 33.134 trillion won. In terms of major damages, 9.049 trillion won occurred
in 2002 and 6.740 trillion won were generated in 2003 (Figure 5a).

The relationship between the number of natural disasters and recovery costs was divided into
three sections: from 2000 to 2004, from 2005 to 2009, and from 2010 to 2015. Recovery costs caused by
natural disasters by year decreased to the minimum and maximum range of damages by three sections
even though the number of natural disasters increased by 2015. In addition, the range of recovery
costs for natural disasters was 1533–9049 billion won from 2000 to 2004, 147–3651 billion won from
2005 to 2009, and 38–2053 billion won from 2010 to 2015 (Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. Current status of recovery costs from natural disasters in the Republic of Korea (2000–2015):
(a) Recovery costs from natural disasters by year; (b) Relationship of recovery costs on the number of
natural disasters by year.

Damage costs from 2000 to 2015 amounted to 33.134 trillion won and the percentages of recovery
costs by year were more than 20% in 2002 and 2003, and 5%–10% in 2001, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2011, and
2012. In addition, damage costs of less than 5% were found in 2000, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013,
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2014, and 2015 (Table 4). Regarding recovery costs according to natural disasters, typhoon accounted
for 53%, amounting to 17.984 trillion won, heavy rainfall accounted for nearly 36%, amounting to
12.341 trillion won, heavy snowfall accounted for nearly 8%, amounting to 2.729 trillion won, extreme
wind accounted for approximately 1%, amounting to 45 billion won, and wind waves accounted for
nearly 1%, amounting to 35 billion won. This indicated that typhoon and heavy rainfall generated the
highest recovery costs. The annual recovery costs caused by natural disasters occur in the form of an
M-shaped increase and decrease with a period of about five years.

Recovery costs caused by typhoon accounted for nearly 87%, amounting to 15.598 trillion won of
total damage costs in 2002, 2003, and 2012, from 18.7 billion won to 61.8 billion won in 2004, 2005, 2007,
2010, and 2011, and from 10 billion to 28 billion were generated in 2006, 2008, 2013, 2014, and 2015.
Recovery costs caused by heavy rainfall accounted for nearly 62%, amounting to 7.673 trillion won
in 2000, 2002, 2006, and 2011; from 331 billion won to 895 billion won were generated in 2001, 2003,
2004, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2013, and 2014; and from 2 billion to 145 billion won were generated in 2007,
2008, 2012, and 2015. Recovery costs caused by heavy snowfall accounted for nearly 96%, amounting
to 2.613 trillion won of total damage costs in 2001, 2004, and 2005, and from 1 billion won to 31 billion
won were generated during 2006–2015. Recovery costs caused by extreme wind accounted for nearly
80%, amounting to 36 billion won of total damage costs in 2005, 2006, and 2012, 1–3 billion won were
generated in 2007, 2009, and 2015. Recovery costs caused by wind waves accounted for nearly 94%,
amounting to 33 billion won of total damage costs in 2007 and 2009, and 2 billion won were generated
in 2006.

Table 4. Recovery Costs from Natural Disasters by Year and Disaster in the Republic of Korea
(2000–2015) [51–66].

(Unit: Billion Won)

Year Extreme Wind Heavy Snowfall Typhoon Wind Wave Heavy Rainfall Sum Ration (%)

2000 0 0 433 0 1100 1533 5
2001 0 970 0 0 895 1865 6
2002 0 0 7256 0 1792 9049 27
2003 0 0 6409 0 331 6740 20
2004 0 883 618 0 381 1882 6
2005 10 760 260 0 619 1649 5
2006 13 3 16 2 3618 3651 11
2007 3 3 366 19 99 490 1
2008 1 1 1 0 145 148 0
2009 2 5 0 14 752 774 2
2010 0 26 187 0 503 715 2
2011 0 30 462 0 1163 1654 5
2012 13 9 1933 0 99 2053 6
2013 0 4 4 0 378 387 1
2014 0 31 10 0 466 507 2
2015 3 5 28 0 2 38 0
Sum 45 2729 17,984 35 12,341 33,134 100

Average 3 171 1124 2 771 2071 6
Min 0 0 0 0 2 38 0
Max 13 970 7256 19 3618 9049 27

Note: (1) 1 billion won = $0.930 million.

4. Methodology

4.1. Analysis of Association between Human Losses and Damage Costs

In the Republic of Korea, the number of human losses due to natural disasters decreased on
average from 2000 to 2015 and the damage costs amounted to 19.947 trillion won. Human losses
derived from natural disasters have occurred for 15 years from 2000 and 2014, except for 2015, and
damage costs have been generated for 16 years from 2000 to 2015. A linear regression equation was
calculated by setting the X axis as human losses and setting the Y axis as damage costs in order to
analyze the relationship between human losses and damage costs from natural disasters by year
(Figure 6). The estimation equation that calculates damage costs considering human losses from
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natural disasters in the Republic of Korea is defined as Y = 22.6 × X + 68.3 and the coefficient of
determination was found to be 0.898.
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Figure 6. Human losses and damage costs from natural disasters.

Table 5 shows damage costs by year calculated using the estimation equation. MAPE (Mean
Absolute Percentage Error) was calculated to examine the prediction accuracy of the estimation
equation of damage costs. MAPE of damage costs calculated using the estimation equation by year
turned out to be 70% on average, ranging between 1% and 395%.

The first reason for the occurrence of errors calculated by the estimation equation compared to
damage costs is that damage costs vary even when the same number of human losses occurred due
to natural disasters. Second, although damage costs rise when the number of human losses multiply
in the case of disasters, human losses do not correspond to damage costs in all natural disasters,
and they depend on disaster management strategies such as prevention, preparation, and response.
For instance, in 2008, 11 human losses occurred and 64 billion won were estimated as damages, while
13 human losses occurred in 2009, which added two casualties. However, the damage costs amounted
to 299 billion won, which was nearly 4.7 times larger than the previous year.

Table 5. Damage Costs by Year and Errors of Damage Costs Calculated by Estimation Equation.

Year Damage Costs (Billion Won) Calculated Damage Costs (Billion Won) MAPE (%)

2000 645 1176 82
2001 1256 1922 53
2002 6115 6170 1
2003 4408 3413 23
2004 1231 385 69
2005 1041 1244 20
2006 1943 1492 23
2007 252 453 80
2008 64 317 395
2009 299 362 21
2010 427 385 10
2011 794 1831 131
2012 1089 430 61
2013 172 159 8
2014 180 114 37
2015 32 68 113

Average 70

Note: 1 billion won = $0.930 million.
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4.2. Analysis of Correlation between Human Losses and Recovery Costs

The method used to calculate recovery costs by considering human losses was identical to what
was explained in Section 4.1. Eight hundred thirty-three human losses occurred and 33.135 trillion
won was calculated for recovery costs on natural disasters from 2000 to 2015. A linear regression
equation was calculated by setting the X axis as human losses, and the Y axis as recovery costs in
order to analyze the relationship between human losses and recovery costs from natural disasters by
year (Figure 7). The estimation equation that calculates recovery costs considering human losses from
natural disasters in the Republic of Korea is defined as Z = 33.3 × X + 339.1 and the coefficient of
determination was found to be 0.889.
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Figure 7. Human losses and recovery costs from natural disasters.

Table 6 exhibits recovery costs according to past years and recovery costs calculated using the
estimation equation. MAPE was calculated to examine the prediction accuracy of the estimation
equation of the recovery costs. MAPE of recovery costs calculated by the estimation equation was
105% on average, ranging between −0% and 792%, compared to the recovery costs of the past years.

The reason why these errors occur is identical to what is explained in Section 4.1. For example,
the annual mean error of damage costs calculated by the equation turned out to be 37%, which reduced
the extent, except for in 2008, when the recovery costs were relatively less than human losses, except
for in 2015 when no human losses occurred.

Table 6. Errors of Recovery Costs by Year and Recovery Costs Calculated from Estimation Equation.

Year Damage Costs (Billion Won) Calculated Damage Costs (Billion Won) MAPE (%)

2000 1533 1971 29
2001 1865 3070 65
2002 9049 9330 3
2003 6740 5268 22
2004 1882 805 57
2005 1649 2071 26
2006 3651 2437 33
2007 490 905 85
2008 148 705 376
2009 774 772 0
2010 715 805 13
2011 1654 2937 78
2012 2053 872 58
2013 387 472 22
2014 507 406 20
2015 38 339 792

Average 105

Note: 1 billion won = $0.930 million.
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4.3. Analysis of Correlation between Damage Costs and Recovery Costs

This study analyzed the correlation among human losses, damage costs, and recovery costs due
to natural disasters in the Republic of Korea. In Section 4.1, an estimation equation on human losses
and damage costs was proposed, and an equation on human losses and recovery costs was presented
in Section 4.2. Recovery costs were 166% higher on average, ranging between at least 119% and 259%
greater than damage costs every year, as shown in the association between damage costs and recovery
costs from 2000 to 2015 (Table 7).

In addition, the results of the estimation equation in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 were analyzed to be
similar to the relationship between damage costs and recovery costs in the Republic of Korea. In the
Republic of Korea, damage costs amounted to 19,947 billion won and recovery costs was 33,134 billion
won, which is 166% more than the damage costs from 2000 to 2015. The results of estimation equation
of recovery costs and damage costs are presented as same as the past damage status. Therefore, it
is assumed that either applying the equation of recovery costs on human losses or calculating the
recovery costs to be 166% higher than the damage costs would be applicable.

Table 7. Damage Costs of Past Natural Disasters and Error of Recovery Costs.

Year

Damage
Costs

(billion
won) (1)

Recovery
Costs

(billion
won) (2)

Variation
(%) (2)/(1) Year

Damage
Costs

(billion
won) (1)

Recovery
Costs

(billion
won) (2)

Variation
(%) (2)/(1)

2000 645 1533 238% 2009 299 774 259%
2001 1256 1865 148% 2010 427 715 167%
2002 6115 9049 148% 2011 794 1654 208%
2003 4408 6740 153% 2012 1089 2053 189%
2004 1231 1882 153% 2013 172 387 225%
2005 1041 1649 158% 2014 180 507 282%
2006 1943 3651 188% 2015 32 38 119%
2007 252 490 194% Average 19,948 33,135 166%2008 64 148 231%

Note: 1 billion won = $0.930 million.

5. Results and Discussion

The estimation equation proposed in this study is an equation for estimating damage costs and
recovery costs based on human losses caused by natural disasters. The estimation equation of damage
costs and the recovery costs are calculated by using the linear regression equation for human losses on
the X axis and the damage costs and recovery costs on the Y axis for the past 15 years in the Republic
of Korea. The correlation between damage costs and recovery costs is highly correlated. The MAPE of
the damage costs calculated by the equation was 70% on average compared to the damage costs in the
past years considering human losses. The MAPE of the recovery costs calculated by the equation was
105% on average compared to recovery costs in the past years.

The first reason for the occurrence of errors in the estimation equation of damage costs and
recovery costs is that damage costs and recovery costs are different even when the same numbers of
human losses occurred in the case of natural disasters. Second, although most damage costs rise when
a number of human losses multiply in the case of disasters, the relationship between human losses
& damage costs and human losses & recovery costs is not proportionate depending on the type of
disaster management, such as prevention, preparation, and response to natural disasters.

In a previous study, the estimation of damage costs and recovery costs by year in typhoon,
heavy rain, and coast were calculated [14–18]. Disaster management to mitigate natural disasters was
conducted to assess the damage compensation equation of the insurance company and vulnerability
assessments [45–47,49,50]. However, the previous study did not use the direct damages status as a
parameter, as it is an estimation equation considering damage costs and damage scale by disaster type.
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Of course, it is difficult to predict natural disasters in other countries as well as in the Republic of
Korea. The governments of other countries as well as in the Republic of Korea are more important than
the damage of the human losses caused by the disaster. Therefore, in the Republic of Korea, human
losses are the first priority to be identified when natural disasters occur. Then, when the damage
from natural disasters is completed, the damage costs to land, buildings, and public facilities are
calculated. Finally, recovery costs are calculated after consultation between local government and
central government based damage costs.

In case of a natural disaster, it is essential to secure a budget in order to execute damage costs and
recovery costs. However, it is difficult to predict the magnitude or extent of the damage. Therefore, the
results of this study are intended to be used as statistical data to predict the estimated damage costs
and recovery costs in the event of natural disasters in the Republic of Korea.

6. Conclusions

This study investigated the current status of damage from natural disasters in the Republic of
Korea from 2000 to 2015 and proposed an estimation equation on damage costs and recovery costs
by considering human losses. The Republic of Korea annually presents the current status of natural
disasters and damage such as human losses, damage costs, and recovery costs among metropolitan
areas, city and countries, and basin through the Disaster Year Book.

Two hundred forty-two natural disasters occurred from 2000 to 2015. On average, 15 disasters
occurred every year in the Republic of Korea. Since the 2000s, the number of natural disasters
progressively increased, and the rise and fall of the occurrence of natural disasters repeated on a nearly
five-year cycle. Eight hundred thirty-three human losses occurred from 2000 to 2014, with none in
2015, and the association of human losses on the number of natural disasters showed that an average
of four human losses occurred per natural disaster. The association of damage costs on the number of
natural disasters showed that 19.947 trillion costs were generated over the 16 years and 82 billion won
on average occurred in a single natural disaster. Regarding the association of recovery costs on the
number of natural disasters, 33.134 trillion won were generated over the past 16 years and 137 billion
won were generated on average per natural disaster.

An estimation equation was produced for human losses, damage costs, and recovery costs due
to natural disasters in the Republic of Korea. The equation on human losses and damage costs was
Y = 22.6 × X + 68.3 and the coefficient was 0.898. The equation on human losses and recovery costs
was Z = 33.3 × X + 339.1 and the coefficient turned out to be 0.889. Accordingly, it is assumed that
applying the equation of recovery costs on human losses or calculating recovery costs to be 166%
higher than damage costs would be applicable. In addition, in regard to the current status of annual
damages of natural disasters in the Republic of Korea, 15 natural disasters occurred, 60 human losses
occurred, damage costs amounted to 1.23 trillion won, and recovery costs amounted to 2.055 trillion
won. These findings are assumed to be used as basis data for handling disasters in the future in the
Republic of Korea.
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